
Tessa Lena talks to Riley Waggaman on "Make Language Great Again"

STORY AT-A-GLANCE

This story is about the connections and shared agendas between the oligarchs in Russia, where I

was born and raised, and Klaus Schwab. Recently, I interviewed Riley Waggaman, a.k.a. Edward

Slavsquat, an American journalist who currently lives in my old homeland and writes brilliantly

about COVID Russia. I think Riley's work is tremendously important as it helps to understand some

of the missing pieces of the puzzle.

Our conversation was a ton of fun. (We recorded it a week or two before the heartbreaking war

began, so we did not talk about it in the interview but if you want to know my thoughts about the

war, you can Knd them here.)

So, what about Schwab and Russia? As it turns out, the Russian "stakeholders" are deeply, deeply

in bed with the World Economic Forum — as deeply or perhaps even deeper than their Western

colleagues! Either that, or they are just trying to outscam each other, which is also possible.

Russia's Prominent Presence at the Cyber Polygon Exercises

I Krst noticed the strange camaraderie between my old homeland's prominent Kgures and Klaus

Schwab a couple of years ago when I looked at WEF's Cyber Polygon 2020. Russia was rather

conspicuously overrepresented at the event comparing to other countries!

In fact, if you look attentively, you will see that Cyber Polygon was an initiative by BI-ZINE, an

entity associated with Sberbank (the Russian central bank), with the support of the World

Economic Forum. (By the way, in 2020, Sberbank transformed from a bank into an "ecosystem of

services," more on that in the interview with Riley.)

cyber polygon

Now, is it possible that the clever Russian oligarchs are not Schwab's little helpers but rather are

trying to drag him into some scam? Yes, very possible. Or is it possible that they don't care one bit

about the WEF agenda but view it as a great cover story for getting richer? Again, very possible,

and actually, most likely.

But, as we'll see in a second, whether they are working sincerely with/for Schwab, or trying to

scam him, they are throwing the common people under the bus and straight onto the altar of the

Fourth Industrial Revolution!

Let's now look at Cyber Polygon 2021, which was, again, organized by an entity associated with

Sberbank, the central bank of Russia, and strongly supported by the WEF.

By the way, below is an discussion about the "digital ruble." The entire livestream is well worth

watching but the part about the digital ruble is particularly interesting. They are talking about kind

of "resetting" the Knancial system in the direction of controllable, programmable digital currencies

— exactly what the conspiracy theorists have been warning about!

Klaus Schwab's Comment on Vladimir Putin as a Young Global Leader

Klaus Schwab commented on more than one occasion on how Putin is a Young Global Leader. See

below.

Notably, up until a couple of days ago, Vladimir Putin also had a page on the World Economic

Forum's website (which could be simply a regular "president" listing … but where did it go?) Now,

let's dig in and look at the treasures that Riley Waggaman has dug out about the connections

between the Russian higher-ups and the WEF. His research really is amazing!

The Head of the Russian Central Bank Is a WEF trustee

The head of Sberbank (the central bank of Russia) Herman Gref is a WEF trustee (archived; I

swear the link was there half an hour ago, and now it's gone!)

In February 2020, he announced his plans to develop a system of facial recognition using masks.

He also claimed that he has taken the Russian COVID injection "Sputnik V" in April 2020 — before

the clinical trials even started — and that it saved him. On a side note please see Riley's brilliant

articles, "Herman Gref exported a large portion of Sberbank's gold reserves. Why?"

The Mayor of Moscow Loves 4IR

The Mayor of Moscow Sobyanin has a plan called "Moscow 2030" in which he covers all the 4IR

bases for Klaus Schwab (or maybe somebody just translated WEF materials into Russian for

Sobyanin, and he copied them verbatim into his plan). I have a hard enough time taking the 4IR

talking points seriously in English — but in Russian they totally read like either a deliberate act of

trolling or good-hearted comedy.

"Moscow 2030" talks about remote monitoring of everybody's health through wearable or

implantable devices, about biosensors, about "transparency" of health data, about "smart clothes"

that "help Muscovites to act on their desire to lead a healthy lifestyle" … It really reads like comedy

because everybody knows it's a lie, and yet the lips keep moving …

Veteran Russian Scammer Is a Now an Ambassador for Climate Change

Here is what Riley says about another character, Chubais:

"Anatoly Chubais has been plundering Russia for thirty years. He served as deputy prime

minister under vodka-soaked sellout Boris Yeltsin, and later became Yeltsin's chief of

staff. As the mastermind behind large-scale privatization in the 1990s, Chubais deserves

credit for much of the criminality and despair that continues to plague Russia right up to

the present day."

Here is more, from my recent article (based, again, on Riley's brilliant Kndings):

"One of the biggest long-standing thieves of the post-Soviet economy Chubais is … wait

for it … in charge of "sustainable development" — after he almost bankrupted the biggest

Russian nanotechnology company.

Same scammer — shifty eyes and all — almost impersonates Bill Gates (whom he

allegedly loves) and says from the stage that inNuential scientists have predicted a major

drop in population by the end of the century, from 7 billion to 1.5-2 billion (in Russian, the

event took place in 2011). He says though that it would be horrible and we should try to

prevent it."

Russian Schools Are Quickly Moving Toward Biometric IDs

So it looks schools in Moscow have already transitioned to biometric IDs. That is rather

heartbreaking — and it is maddening that the greedy opportunists are targeting kids! And here are

two reports, one from June 2020, and one from November 2021:

2020: "Biometric facial recognition-equipped cameras will be installed in over 43,000

Russian schools, writes The Moscow Times based on reports by the Vedomosti business

daily. Cameras have already been installed in over 1,608 schools in 12 areas. Dubbed

'Orwell,' the surveillance camera system is built by state company Rusnano and integrates

facial recognition technology developed by NTechLab, a subsidiary of Rostelecom."

2021: "The deployment of the new camera-based systems [in select colleges] follows a busy last

quarter of 2021 so far for VisionLabs, with the company recently collaborating on the launch of a

new biometric facial recognition payment system in Moscow."

Question: What is driving the Fourth Industrial Revolution in Russia? Answer: Rubles, rubles, and

more rubles! (On a side note, here is biometric ID marketing from the U.S., note referring to kids as

"pesky little bandits." And here is from the UK. So rubles are clearly not the only currency driving

the madness.

Laughing at Scammers

Speaking of madness: When things are that crazy, what do we do? Riley and I laughed at the

technocratic scammers all through the interview — which I think was appropriate. Sometimes,

laughing is all we can do as we pedal hard toward our liberation. Pedal pedal pedal hard toward

our liberation! And laugh.

Full Transcript of My Interview With Riley Waggaman

Tessa Lena: Hello, and welcome to "Make Language Great Again." Today, it is my great joy to

welcome Riley Waggaman, who is in my home country, in my original home country. And it is so

exciting. He's writing about COVID Russia is outstanding, and I can't wait to talk about it.

Riley Waggaman: Thank you so much for having me on Tessa.

Tessa Lena: Oh, absolutely. And, ah, what got you into this mess?

Riley Waggaman: What got me to Russia?

Tessa Lena: Oh, no! I mean, we could start with that.

Riley Waggaman: Yeah. First of all, I don't think Russia is a mess. It's a great country … Just

teasing here. No, you know, well, if you want to start with that, I just came here … I was … I worked

as a, I guess you could say a journalist, in Washington, DC. And I got burnt out. And I ended up

moving to Central Europe to the Czech Republic, to hang out with some Czech friends and teach

English. And I just decided to keep going east. So I ended up with a job teaching in Bashkortostan

of all places.

Tessa Lena: Oh wow!

Riley Waggaman: And … and then about a year after that, I got an invitation to come to Moscow.

And … in … right … so I did, and I've never left, so …

Tessa Lena: Well, I was going to make a joke, don't end up in Siberia with moving east.

Riley Waggaman: I almost did, I was in Bashkortostan!

Tessa Lena: No but … but honestly, your writing is so stunning. I'm so happy … I was so happy to

discover it because, you know, I was following the Cyber Polygon. And I was, you know … two

years ago, and then last year … and my original homeland was all over the place, it was very

prominently represented, as I'm sure you're well aware. And then from here, people say, "Oh, my

God, like, you know, Russia is against the COVID scam, and Russia is this beacon of freedom."

And I was like, wait a second, it doesn't quite correlate, because you can't be a beacon of freedom

and working hand in hand with Klaus Schwab. So when I discovered your blog, I was like, yes, yes,

yes. So exciting. So you've been in Russia, and then you started writing about COVID? How did

that happen?

Riley Waggaman: Well, I, um, so when I Krst came to Moscow, I was working through this website

called Russia Insider. And then I got a job working for Press TV, which is the Iranian … it's sort of

like Iranian state television, you know, in English. And so I was their Moscow correspondent. And

then after that, I got a job with RT.

So I was working for RT for about four years. And I just, for many reasons, I just really, really got

fed up with RT and it's, I thought, totally unacceptable policies concerning how it covers important

topics, in my opinion, you know, about what was happening in Russia at the time. So I quit. And

about a month later, I decided to start just writing about what I thought needed to be written

about. So …

Tessa Lena: Wonderful. Well, I used to follow … RT was very decent where it was writing about

America, for obvious reasons. Everybody likes to be a good analyst when it comes to the

proverbial enemy. And then I didn't bother to read it about anything about Russia, because what's

the point? So …

Riley Waggaman: Exactly, exactly. And you know, that I think that's a totally … I think there's

wonderful, insightful analysis about the United States on RT. But, you know, for me, it was like, I

wanted to write about what was happening in Russia, you know, like, this was what was most

important to me, and what I thought needed to be reported on, and they wouldn't, they didn't want

to do it.

And they had, what bothered me … what bothered me the most actually, was that they just had two

totally obvious different standards here. Right, like, they would let you call, you know, France,

totalitarian for having QR codes. But you can't say anything about what has been going on in

Russia. And for me, that double standard was just too much because this, this issue for me was a

red line. It was like, once this was crossed, I'm just not playing these games anymore.

You know, I'm not … I'm not going to try to justify, you know, my sort of, you know, I guess we're all

hypocrites, right? But this was just like, I can't do this anymore. I quit. So …

Tessa Lena: No, I hear you. And I actually, I saw that there was a change … at some point they

were scolding it and then when Russia became really Nazi about it, that was the time when you

can no longer talk about it.

Riley Waggaman: Yep.

Tessa Lena: Yeah, that was a very, very drastic change, very palpable.

Riley Waggaman: Yeah. So, good for you for taking a stand … Just a simple question what is going

on right now with Russia and COVID?

That's a really good question. It's actually … we're speaking at a really interesting time, because

we're actually seeing possibly an interesting sort of dynamic being played out between the federal

government and regions. So starting right after the State Duma elections at the end of September,

Russia saw this massive nationwide rollout of QR code policies and compulsory vaccination

decrees.

Some of these have since … some of these rules have since been rolled back in other parts of the

country like in Tatarstan and St. Petersburg. Other areas, they've actually doubled down and made

these rules even more strict. But in the last week or two, around 14 regions across Russia have

started either like canceling or signiKcantly reducing the their use of QR codes.

And in St. Petersburg even, there're reports that the city is basically good gonna abandon the QR

code rule, which would be a huge, huge victory, I would say, for the Russian people if that happens.

So the question is, why is this happening now? And who is who is behind it, right? And one would

hope that it would be, you know, the Kremlin saying, look, guys, enough is enough, we should drop

this stuff.

The problem with that theory, which it might be true, I don't know, is that … Putin publicly

supported the introduction of a national QR code law, right. So it's a little bit confusing, because in

Russia, these rules are imposed at a regional level. But the State Duma wanted to make sort of a

uniform blanket legislation so that everybody had the same QR code rules, you know, uniform,

enforcement, etc, etc.

And this legislation was so unpopular among average Russians, that the State Duma had to drop

it. But it's so … that which makes it so weird that Putin publicly stated that he felt it was his duty.

He said that he had a moral obligation as President to support this legislation, which is a very, very

weird thing to say.

And why did you say that? He said this in late like December, I want to say December 17. And then

this legislation gets kept getting pushed back until basically February and then they decided just

abandon it. So …

Tessa Lena: I'm sorry, sorry for interrupting. Did they abandon it quietly? Or did they abandon it

with a splash?

Riley Waggaman: Oh, Hmm. Interesting. It's a … that's a … I guess that's a matter of interpretation.

But I mean, it was a bit … it was a big deal, because what happened was that it was a huge … there

was a huge movement online. So Russians were like pounding their, you know, State Duma

deputies on social media. They were writing to Volodin … he is the Chairman of the State Duma.

And it was a huge, it was a huge movement, a huge grassroots movement.

I saw polls online, where you had 1.5 million votes, where 92% of the respondents said that they

thought that QR codes were unconstitutional. I mean, really, really impressive stuff. And multiple

polls like this. And even even the government's own polling show that it was something like 60-

70% were, you know, against this. So what happens next is a really good question.

My feeling is that they realize that at the regional level, they realize that keeping the QR codes is

basically economic, socio-economic suicide, you know, and so whatever motivation they had for

imposing them, and possibly there was, you know, some nudging at the federal level, maybe

there's some weird other reasons they did it. I feel like they realized that it's just not sustainable.

That being said, Is this over in Russia? No, deKnitely not. So what comes next is going to be really,

really interesting.

Tessa Lena: Well, the use of the word "sustainable" in this context, is very special. Given the

sustainable development and how it Kts into that …

Riley Waggaman: Exactly, right?

Tessa Lena: But the question … actually, so many questions … one, ah, the difference between on

the original level between the enforcement … the formal enforcement and how well people

comply? Because I was reading your blogs, they were even beatings from what I understand …

both ways?

Riley Waggaman: Yep, yeah, absolutely. In fact, it's, I wouldn't say it happens every day, but you'll

Knd maybe once a week report about either some fed-up Russian, literally beating, you know,

some guy checking QR codes or the other way around, someone doesn't have their QR code, and

the enforcement guy starts a Kght. So you can tell that, you know, in general, my, my take is that I

think that it's dependent on the region, maybe even at a city level.

But in general, my … just anecdotally, and speaking to other people around the country, is that

Russians are super non-compliant with this. And it's not even, they're not even really doing it. It's

just, I think it's just natural to them, they're just highly suspicious of the, you know, of anything that

their government does or tells them to do. And they realize they can't, and this is the thing too, that

I don't think Westerners understand is like, they can't afford to go along with these stupid games.

You know, it's like, if you're a business in Russia, it's not like the state is handing out, like in the

United States, they were like, paying people not to work, right? I remember, like, during lockdowns

and stuff, there was …

Tessa Lena: Not much but yeah.

Riley Waggaman: Right. But I mean … it's just, it's just a totally different system here. So it's like, if

the state tells you that you have to, you know, you're gonna lose 80 or 90% of your revenue on

these QR codes … Like, I'm just not like … Oh, you have a QR code. Okay, go … Russians. Were

taking QR codes from like, irons and washing machines, you know, and just like showing them like,

alright, yep, go, you can go.

Tessa Lena: That's my people.

Riley Waggaman: No, totally. No, I was just gonna say, you know, if I feel like, globally, we're,

there's gonna be a lot of adventures up the road for all of us. But I, I honestly do feel, to a certain

extent, very lucky to be in Russia, because, uh, the Russians are just totally awesome. And they

don't, they don't put up with bullshit, you know? And so I feel like, pretty, pretty good here.

Tessa Lena: Cool. And as far as the implementation, do they ask for the printout? Do they ask for

something on the phone? So meaning, like, how far into the digital ID did it go?

Riley Waggaman: Okay, so it's, um, in most cases, the way I understand is that it's done through

this state services website portal called like, GosUslugi, I guess, that's the acronym whatever. And
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this state services website portal called like, GosUslugi, I guess, that's the acronym whatever. And

so for example, if you get vaccinated, and I believe, in other instances, they'll generate, you have

this QR code, and it's stored in a federal database online, this online portal, and then your phone,

you use your phone to sort of, you know, access it.

The thing though, is that, again, you have situations where the people who are checking it, are not

looking very, are either just not looking at it, or Russians will do still have, like, I've read reports

about this, where there's these websites that will generate a QR code that sort of looks like you

know, like the one and they just say, okay, whatever, like go for it. In other places, I've heard that

they've asked for, you know, ID and they're really strict about it. So again, I think it's variable.

But in general, I would say Russians are very, very non-compliant. This goes with masks, too, in a

huge way. Huge, massive, non-compliant country. So … and I've never I've never … this is another

interesting thing … I've never been in a situation in Russia anywhere, and I've never heard of

anyone where people get yelled at by other Russians for like, not having a mask, you know, which I

which apparently is like, sort of semi happened sometimes like …

Tessa Lena: New York. Hello.

Riley Waggaan: Yeah. I've never … I've never heard of that ever happening here. I've never heard,

even when you have like a fully masked, you know, someone … I've never heard of anyone starting

trouble.

Tessa Lena: That's cool. I had a conversation with a friend of mine, probably a year ago by now …

she's in Moscow. And she was like, yeah, of course they're enforcing masks, our mayor opened the

factory making masks. And then she said, well, of course, they Knd you if they catch you without a

mask in the street because it goes to the city budget, of course. But I mean …

Riley Waggaman: So the one exception I would make is in the metro. They … sometimes they're

very strict about it in the metro. Sometimes they'll have like these sort of gangs of policemen, you

know, who'll be like, where's your mask? Like you're not wearing your mask properly? Yeah, it's a

total it's a total extortion racket. Totally. Totally.

Tessa Lena: Do they actually Knd people on the subway?

Riley Waggaman: Yeah, yeah, you can get Kned. The … I think the like the Krst offense time

offender fee is like 5000 rubles, which is what like 70 bucks, but that's a lot for your average

Russian.

Tessa Lena: Oh, yeah.

Riley Waggaman: Yeah. You know, they also had the plastic … they had the gloves, the plastic

gloves for a long time. Where …

Tessa Lena: Mandatory?

Riley Waggaman: Well, according to the rules, you were supposed to wear these stupid disposable

gloves in the metro and also in shops, but nobody, nobody ever did it. Nobody ever did it. It was

just totally ignored. And then Sobyanin, the mayor of Moscow was, he just pretended that people

were doing it. And then like a year later, he just gave up. I was like, Okay, we don't have to wear

them anymore, but nobody was wearing them. So it's so stupid. It's so … It's so stupid. All of it. It's

so stupid.

Tessa Lena: But did they otcially cancel the mask mandates everywhere?

Riley Waggaman: No, no. So there's no um, they're still … they're still the mask … The mask rules

are still in place. In like shops in the metro area. It's just that people don't really, people don't really

follow it. And I think it's the same everywhere. Honestly, I think in most places, and most places,

although, again, it really depends on where you are. So I don't want to say …

Tessa Lena: NewYork?! New York, people are pretty compliant still. And I see a lot of people

outside, especially college-aged kids.

Riley Waggaman: No!!

Tessa Lena: No, that that is actually criminal on the part of the propaganda … propagandists.

Because the kids, you know, kids usually wanted to do good, right. It's kind of like … it's a good

intention. And if they're told that this way, they're being responsible citizens and helping and

saving, they're just doing it. And I see so many college-aged kids walking around still still outside

in masks. It's so strange.

Riley Waggaman: Are they double masking, triple masking?

Tessa Lena: Not so much. But I was yelled at … at a store at some point by a double-masked

employee who was hysterical. Hys … I mean, she was just losing it. And I didn't even want to … I

was like, you know, I'll do whatever makes you happy … because she was just losing it.

Riley Waggaman: Yeah. Yeah.

Tessa Lena: So this is very strange. But I'm glad that my compatriots are doing well.

Riley Waggaman: Even really, they're making you … you should be proud. You should be proud.

Tessa Lena: What about … what about people's enthusiasm about the vaccines?

Riley Waggaman: Wow, good question. Very unenthusiastic. But so this is, again, this is what's so

interesting about Russia, which is, it's one of these countries where it's clear, it's absolutely clear

that the majority of Russians did not want the vaccine. I think that if they had just kept it

completely voluntary, nobody would have cared, really.

But in June of last year, so June, 2021, mid-June, Moscow became the Krst region in Russia,

where they implemented a compulsory vaccination decree, where they had like, you had to have it,

like 60% of your workforce in certain sectors had to be vaccinated. And then a bunch of other

regions followed, they implemented similar things. And it's quite, it was quite, I mean, it's bad.

And at this point, they did it was a slow boil system where they said, okay, it's just only 60% of your

workforce needs to be vaccinated, then, you know, in November, they said, 80, and, you know,

there are now situations that in some regions of Russia, you have to be vaccinated to go to

university. So they're making 18-year-olds, 19-year-olds vaccinate, just to just to get an education.

Tessa Lena: On the regional level or university level?

Riley Waggaman: On the, at the regional level. Yeah. So it's, um, it's really too bad. And, you know,

these are … it's, it's horrible coercion, like you see everywhere else in the world, and … and

Russians absolutely, are absolutely opposed to it.

And it's so … it's so heartbreaking to see that what makes Russia so unique in a lot of ways, if you

think about it, is that unlike in a lot of other countries, we … for example, take even sort of at the

state level in the United States, one could make the argument that okay, like in Massachusetts, for

example, which apparently is, like, totally vaxxed out of their brains, right? It's like 95% at one shot,

you can make the case that, you know, this is what they want.

They want vaccination decrees, and whatever. I mean, Russia, it's a country where people are

super, they really, really were opposed to this experimental … medical experiment, which is what it

was. They didn't want the QR codes, and yet the government is still imposing it on them. And so it

really, it's heartbreaking. You know, this was a situation where Russia really could have stood out

if, if their leaders had taken a stand, but for whatever reason, they didn't.

Tessa Lena: Meaning if their leaders weren't collaborating with Klaus Schwab. That's gonna be

one reason.

Riley Waggaman: It's a secret! :) No, exactly, exactly. Exactly. So …

Tessa Lena: You know, like another thing, and I want I do want to get back to, to that line of

thought about the collaboration … But before that, I was hearing rumors that people in Russia, they

were skeptical about the Russian vaccines, but enthusiastic about the American ones, which

would make sense to me growing up there, because that's an implication that everything

homemade is crap. And everything Western is awesome. Like, especially in the more educated,

you know, groups of people. Have you observed that?

Riley Waggaman: I've heard I've heard similar stories. I don't know how true it is. But I'm sure that

at a certain level, I mean, but that's a very Russian thing to believe, right? Like, well, our vaccine is

s**t, I'm sure that the American vaccine is better. I mean, you'll get that when you're talking about

anything. So I don't think it was really well thought out, like, oh, PKzer, like has all these cool. They

didn't like study the, you know, the evidence, they're just like, I bet PKzer has … I bet Americans

have a better vaccine than we do. You know, I bet it's more like that, I think, personally.

Tessa Lena: Totally makes sense. Because growing up there, this is exactly the thinking that

Russian make crappy stuff, and Americans make awesome stuff and applies to everything. And in

some cases, it's true. But in this case, it's kind of, you know …

Riley Waggaman: Everybody, everybody has crap.

Tessa Lena: And another thing that you wrote about that is very interesting is, well, the

relationship between Russian vaccine manufacturers and say, businessmen involved in the affairs

and say, PKzer or AstraZeneca. So please, tell me your thoughts about that. Because this is super

interesting.

Riley Waggaman: Yeah, well, so … I think it's really funny … I mean, for example, like, in a … at least

feels like alternative media that I'm familiar with, I think that Sputnik V really got a free pass, you

know, like, everybody was really pounding PKzer and AstraZeneca, Moderna.

And rightfully so obviously … for some reason people just either left Sputnik V alone, or sort of

even implied that, you know, it was somehow different, you know, that it wasn't, it wasn't one of

these, you know, big pharma clot shots, it was made by the Russian government, it's like safe and

effective, blah, blah, blah, yada, yada, yada.

What's really interesting about Sputnik V, is that from the very beginning, the Russian government

had a partnership with AstraZeneca, which is also really weird, because the guy who allegedly …

the alleged main developers for Sputnik V, this really, really creepy guy named Alexander Ginsburg,

who's the head of the Gamaleya Center [Gamaleya Research Institute of Epidemiology and

Microbiology], was like, oh, yeah, like these shots are basically the same.

Like, there's no signiKcant difference between Sputnik V the … the AstraZeneca shot, and they …

and AstraZeneca, in the original plan, the original plan was to combine, have like a split Sputnik V,

you know, Krst injection, and then the second injection is AstraZeneca. That was the original plan.

And they spoke about it, oh, you can read about it, like in Russian media.

And it's so funny, and then they did the same thing. You know, they did these, like joint studies with

PKzer, and also with Moderna. And it's, it's just very, very ditcult to believe that if Sputnik V is

some sort of amazing, you know, ant-empire serum, you know, to stop the … the globalist agenda.

Why would they … why wouldn't have they just be like.

"Sputnik V is the best. We don't need your stupid Big Pharma clot shots, we've got our own, like,

we don't need to partner with you." They did the exact opposite, and right from the very beginning.

And then it just gets weirder and weirder. I mean, this is like a whole other … I don't know if you

want even want to go here. But then when you really get into who is behind splitting, it could be in

their ties to the World Economic Forum.

And it literally … Russia … in so many ways … like if you're someone who believes that Klaus

Schwab and his you know, stooges are up to horrible shenanigans … I mean, Russia should be like

the prime … it's like the most obvious country where clearly the government has been inKltrated by

bad actors.

Like it just couldn't be more obvious, you know. So, with Sputnik V speciKcally, I mean, you could

literally just draw a straight line from this drug to Klaus Schwab or to the World Economic Forum.

So …

Tessa Lena: Let's go there. Let's please go there. It is a topic of interest.

Riley Waggaman: Let's go there. So maybe, you know, so one of interestingly enough, one of the

Krst sort of, you know, sponsors of Sputnik V is this guy named Herman Gref, who is an ethnic

German who was born in Kazakhstan and rose to become the head of Sberbank, which is Russia's

largest bank, majority-owned by the Russian government.

And in February of 2020, so right, like, right when the whole COVID thing was sort of starting … like

late February 2020, right when things were starting to get really weird, Herman Gref comes out,

and he says, look, I just want everyone to know that Sberbank is really concerned about

Coronavirus, and we want to do two things. First thing we want to do is focus on developing

technology … facial recognition technology that will identify people who are wearing masks.

Tessa Lena: That was February 2020?

Riley Waggaman: Yes!

Tessa Lena: Interesting! I am not suspicious at all … you know, I just want to put it on record that I

am not suspicious. I just one think … I think it's perfectly normal actually.

Riley Waggaman: It's totally normal! And to add to that, he was like, in into in order to do this, we

should consult with our Chinese friends and Knd out what they're doing with their with their facial

recognition system. So that's the Krst thing that's Sberbank wanted to do. The second thing he

said is that Sberbank is so concerned about Coronavirus, we want to start funding Russian

scientiKc institutions … research institutions to develop drugs to Kght this new virus.

Tessa Lena: Drugs? Not vaccines. Drugs?

Riley Waggaman: He said generically drugs, but we later learn from this … a process occurs …

actually, by May of that same year, so … like three months later, Sberbank creates a subsidiary

called Immunotechnology. And this company was speciKcally created … speciKcally created to

help with logistics, technology transfer and a transportation of what would soon become Sputnik

V.

Tessa Lena: Interesting.

Riley Waggaman: Yeah. And what ended up happening is that Herman Gref's Sberbank ended up

funding … they put down seed money for Sputnik V, and Sberbank became the sole distributor of

Sputnik V, the Krst eight or 9 million doses. Sberbank was in charge of distributing this drug

around Russia.

A bank, a bank was responsible for … for transporting this drug around Russia! And Herman Gref,

who's like one of the most important, powerful people in Russia, claims that he got he was

injected with Sputnik V in April 2020, which means that he was one of the Krst people in the world

to allegedly get this drug. Phase one

Wait wait wait … Sputnik V came out when? In … it was approved, otcially approved in August

2020. And the Phase One trials didn't start until June 19 or something. So we're talking about

several months before it even started, like the expedited phase one trials … Herman Gref says that

he got the shot.

Tessa Lena: He must be immortal now!

Riley Waggaman: He must be immortal or he's, you know, he's probably LYING! I think that's what's

going on here, Tessa! And you know, it's just … there is even more to this. I'm just sort of blanking

but it's so weird how closely connected Sberbank is to this shot. And so why should this concern

us? Herman Gref is a Board of Trustees member of the World Economic Forum. He's like this with

Schwab, like, best friends forever.

And this guy, this is the thing about Sberbank is that in September 2020 (so you have, Sputnik visa

approved in August, September next month) … Sberbank announces that it's no longer a bank. It's

not a bank anymore. It's an "ecosystem of services." So they have like Sber AI, Sber Foods, Sber

Deliveries, Spare Sound, I'm not even making this up!

Tessa Lena: The Uber of Russian everything! Well, I actually … when did this happen? When did

they become the hub of everything?

Riley Waggaman: September 2020.

Tessa Lena: Holy!

Riley Waggaman: Right, when all this … right when all this … right when you know the … Okay, it

was, by that point, it's true that lockdowns had ended in Russia because the lockdown didn't last

very long in Russia, but this was still like peak COVID craze, when you had all these things,

everything going online, you know, education, you know, all these businesses getting totally

wrecked. And here comes Sberbank with its, you know, "ecosystem of services."

And you know, they're also involved in, Tessa, is that Sberbank for some reason is really interested

in biometric identiKcation systems. And they already started using bio … installing biometric

systems in schools in Moscow. And they're, they're turning, they're … they're targeting the children

Krst. They're they're basically making biometric ID systems for Russia's youngest generations.

Yeah, it's, yeah, it's really bad. It's really …

Tessa Lena: What is the practical application? What are the kids required to do in school in terms

of biometric ID?

Riley Waggaman: Well, to enter, it's a security system, right, in order to in order to enter and exit.

And on social media, you have all these parents like writing these messages being like, nobody

told me that they were going to install this biometric system, we weren't informed. And now my kid

has to like give his you know handprint in order to get into school!

Tessa Lena: Yikes!

Riley Waggaman: Yeah, it's really, it's really spooky. It's really, really spooky. And so Sber … Sber,

not Sberbank, because now it's more than just a bank, is really invested in rolling out these

biometric systems. And one of the reasons why I feel like almost QR codes don't even matter is

because isn't really the goal here just to make everything … like your eyeball becomes your ID, you

know, it's like, we don't …

I don't … you don't need a barcode. We have your, you know, your handprint. Right. So it's really, it's

really, really not good. And you know, yeah, all this stuff you hear about and read about, about the

Fourth industrialization and all of these grand plans like for, you know, smart cities, and, you know,

the Internet of Things and all this, like, it applies so heavily to Russia in such an obvious way, and

they're really pushing it.

Tessa Lena: You know, that was my feeling too. Well, I mean, like, that is my feeling is that right

now, here, they are talking, oh, they're going back on mandates, so we won … I don't think we won

anything. I mean, like, it's great that they're rolling back a little bit. But I think they've pushed the

people very far. And the psychology is damaged, as people have accepted that they can be treated

like s**t. And then the next thing, they will roll out the same thing, but wrapped in something

sweet.

Oh, that's for your health, that's for your security. That's a system that monitors your blood

pressure. Oh, your, well, whatever. So they're going to roll out the same thing they wanted to roll

out. But you know, in some other wrapper, or they'll come up with a new virus or whatever. But it's

almost it's meaningless, that they're like, it's pleasant that they're going back on it, but it's not

going to last probably.

Riley Waggaman: I totally agree. I totally agree. So yeah, it's wild. It's wild.

Tessa Lena: And how … I mean like, what are … so they are telling the parents that their children

have to use the biometric IDs … What is the action? Are parents just silently indignant? Or are they

complaining to each other? Or is there some kind of an activism thing going on? What's

happening? How do people react?

Riley Waggaman: That's a good question. I've only seen there's, you know, parent groups on

VKontakte, which is, you know, is the Russian Facebook. I don't know what's being done. I feel like

it's sort of this … there's this feeling that nothing can be done.

Moscow has said that it wants to basically have these biometric systems, I don't know, in all of the

schools, but they said their plan is to really get this rollout going and have results by the end of

this year. So they're really pushing this in Moscow. It's crazy. And it just sort of sort of happened

overnight, you know.

Tessa Lena: But how … so … Was it … I, I don't know, that Putin said, we're rolling out those ID? I

mean, how did it just all of a sudden start happening? Or, did it just happen on the local school

level?

Riley Waggaman: Okay, so this is really interesting. Actually, I shouldn't have said they just happen

overnight. They've had plans to do this for many, many years. But I think it really didn't have a

really good reason to do it. So my understanding is that the Ministry of Education, so at the federal

level, I believe in 2018 or 19, were like, we want all of our schools to have biometric security

systems by I think 2024 I want say.

And so of course, one of the, you know, pitches, I guess, that they're that they're telling people is

these biometric systems are also they also have these, you know, a, you know, measure if you

have a fever, a temperature, right. So it's a health, it's a health, it's protecting the health of your

children. You know, it's very, it's outrageous.

It's really sad how they views this biosecurity. And I really think that they're speciKcally targeting

children, because they're the ones that you can mold, right? And a lot of adults know that this is

bullshit. But you can you can target children much easier.

Tessa Lena: I'm afraid you're right. And I really don't like it.

Riley Waggaman: Yeah.

Tessa Lena: This is … so this is such crap.

Riley Waggaman: Yeah. It's really, really sad. It's really, really sad.

Tessa Lena: And eventually it'll fall apart, because it's just so unnatural and so horrendous that it

… I don't think it will last forever. But there could be a period of time that is not pleasant. So …

Riley Waggaman: Yeah. Do you think … is that your take that you think that they'll just overextend

and then it'll all collapse?

Tessa Lena: Well, I think that eventually, I don't know when … because the technology … on the one

hand, the technology is pretty advanced.

Riley Waggaman: Yeah.

Tessa Lena: On the other hand, there's also this element of like, Soviet wtf as in, like, it doesn't

really work, and people pretend that it works, but it doesn't really work. And then at some point,

people just can't lie anymore, because it just falls apart. So the Soviet Union, which was a scam, in

many ways, although it was extremely important, emotionally to, you know, two generations of

people … like … it did fall apart.

But it came at a cost. And it came with generational trauma and all those things. And then, of

course, they didn't have that technology at the time … They had the same ambition but they did not

have the technology.

Riley Waggaman: Yeah.

Tessa Lena: But at the same time, I mean, I don't know, sometimes when you look at targeted ads,

and you're like, this is bulls**t. I mean, the technology is not that great. They're vattering

themselves.

Riley Waggaman: Yeah, yeah.

Tessa Lena: But they're deKnitely trying, and the psychological change, where they train kids

speciKcally to accept it as if, like, privacy is a luxury, "oh, you're so selKsh if you want to have

privacy, because your privacy can kill a grandma" … when … they really thought through the

psychological manipulation techniques, and kids might be going for that.

But I can just see today's kids as kind of the generation my grandparents in Russia, because that's

the generation that was subjected to massive propaganda. And then they pretty much lived with

that worldview. And when they were really old, it was discovered, quote, unquote, that it was all

bullshit. And they were like, oh, by the way, that was a lie, goodbye.

So, and they were left alone with that, you know, what they live their lives for, that was really cruel.

And I lived through that, I lived to witness that. And that really impressed me as a kid. Because,

you know, even though it was bulls**t, but they fought the war for that, they really, they really gave

a lot of energy, a lot of soul to that. And then they were told, by the way, that was not true.

So nobody cares anymore. And haha, funny. So probably the same thing is going to happen to

these kids, if they go for that. So looking into the future, I feel really bad for them. Because even if

they believe that in their prime, the chances when they were old, they might discover that none of

it was true, and that they've been had … and so I'm really trying to put something into this world to

smooth it out and make it kind, and we'll see what happens.

But wow, I mean, it is so it is so fascinating that even in Russia, they're putting … pushing the

biometric it's really hard.

Riley Waggaman: Yeah.

Tessa Lena: But other like, like, let me paraphrase it. So do people realize what it's about, like on a

massive scale, that it's a grand reform? And it's a push that has nothing to do with health? Or what

is the public sentiment about it?

Riley Waggaman: So good question. My feeling just speaking with Russians, and just totally would

be, I don't know if they've really sort of pieced everything together, or even though deeply about

they're just naturally suspicious, you know, and they're just there's naturally suspicious of anything

their government tells them to do.

And so it just doesn't have the kind of … you know, there's not the same, I feel like, you have the, in

the United States and in Europe, I feel like you really do have this problem. As cliche as it sounds,

like, this problem of virtue signaling, right? Like, I want to show that I'm a good person. And so I'm

gonna follow the rules.

Tessa Lena: Right.

Riley Waggaman: … and, and be obedient and show people that, you know, I'm, I'm doing my part,

and that just that mindset just doesn't really exist in the same way in Russia, you know, people are

so jaded from the Soviet Union. So like, I'm not doing like, I'm not doing what you're telling me to

do. That doesn't show that I'm a good person, you know?

Tessa Lena: It makes sense. So who would be a good person by following the government? Hello!

Riley Waggaman: Exactly, exactly. And people think like, you know, you have to realize in Russia,

it's so funny, like reading, for example, reading about Russia, no matter where you read about

Russia, whatever your sources and living here, because people get so passionate about, like

Russian politics and, you know, is Putin like this great savior of civilization, or this evil demon, and

you know, what is the Russian like, the grand philosophical vision of the Russian, you know, nation

and blah, blah, blah.

Really, like for most Russians, it's like, I do not trust authority. I'm going to do my best to, like,

bypass it in any possible way. I don't care what they say, doesn't interest me. I want nothing to do

with it. You know, like, this is really the reality, the day to day reality for most Russians. And there's

very, very low expectations here for the government. That is expected. Nothing expected. Nothing.

Tessa Lena: Oh except being conned. I mean, that's my people.

Riley Waggaman: Right? Right. Right. They're always looking out for a trick. They're like, they're

gonna trick us, aren't they? This is another trick. Yeah, yeah.

Tessa Lena: Very prudent. Very wise.

Riley Waggaan: Yeah. No, for real. There's a lot of street smarts here, for sure. So …

Tessa Lena: Well, that is good to know. But I'm really saddened by the biometric IDs in schools, I

didn't actually … didn't pay that much attention to that. And that's, that's kind of sad.

Riley Waggaman: Really, I wrote … I wrote a piece about I'll send it to you, you can check it out. But

you know, it's it's really it's also it's double depressing, because it's not just Sberbonk.

But they're one of the main drivers, like a bank … *f*king bank is tagging children, like taking their

palm print or whatever, and turning them into, you know, you know … A phrase I often use, just to

drive the point home is, I consider the QR codes and all this stuff, they are just basically cattle

tagging, you know, and it's so sad. It's so sad to see children get targeted by these kind of policies,

it just breaks your heart. So …
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Tessa Lena: Now for real, and I like the cattle tag analogy. I know, I know, you use it a lot. And

that's it.

Riley Waggaman: Yeah.

Tessa Lena: Now, next question, the convoys, because I saw you posted something about it. How

… how developed? Is it? What's going on there with the convoys in Russia?

Riley Waggaman: You know, I did … I should take another look, it's been a few days, my feeling is

that it's not super developed. But this group, it's not a union. It's sort of like a, like a guild, I guess,

like this association of what's their name, association of Russian carriers. I don't even remember

their otcial name anyway, they were formed originally … I don't think it's a very old group. But they

were formed originally to protest.

Russia has sort of implemented these federal toll. Federal toll system. And it's been very

controversial for people, truckers, because in trucking companies, because it just raises the price

of transporting goods across Russia. And the problem, according to them, they complain that the

tolls are too high. It's actually hurting, you know, it's contributing to invation, which is already a

problem in Russia, just like everywhere else.

You know, it's basically making the whole transportation system unproKtable and unsustainable.

And there's also accusations that there's there's a lot of corruption, and allegedly, you know,

people thought …

Tessa Lena: No!!!

Riley Waggaman: I know, whoa, whoa, whoa, I know, big accusation. So, so this group was

originally founded to protest this whole system. So they have they have some experience sort of

going after these government policies.

But it's so interesting that now they've stepped up and they, I believe, in the beginning of February,

they issued this statement on their website saying we support the Canadian trucking convoy, and

they also basically said, we are going to start looking into our own Russian version of this.

And so they've issued a few statements since then, sort of laying out their vision and what's really

interesting, a big difference between these guys the Canadian truckers is that this Russian group,

part of their sort of manifesto, whatever you want to call it, so it's total, you know, get rid of all QR

codes all cattle tagging goes, compulsory vaccination out the window, all COVID measures, but

also they demand political reform in Russia.

And the Canadian truckers have made a point of saying this is not about asking for radical change

in the Canadian government. We just want to get rid of these COVID policies. So it's an interesting

juxtaposition here. Now, how serious are these guys? I can't say. Apparently, they are sort of

gathering a list of truckers who are interested. They claim that it could be happening in the next

few weeks. I guess we'll see. You know, but it's interesting.

Tessa Lena: Oh, deKnitely. Well, the Canadians also asked for the resignation of Trudeau although,

I mean, like

Riley Waggaman: Did they really?

Tessa Lena: Yeah, I mean, like, it has been said.

Riley Waggaman: Okay …

Tessa Lena: In different contexts.

Riley Waggaman: I see.

Tessa Lena: So it could be presented maybe as individual desire. But that …

Riley Waggaman: Right right right right right.

Tessa Lena: But it is … it is, it is completely fascinating. Wow. So, and say, if you are in Moscow,

and St. Petersburg, let's take it on the everyday level, you want to go to a restaurant today? Does it

involve any kind of tagging? Or is it? Pretty much?

Riley Waggaman: Okay. So, it's very interesting, you know, Moscow is quite unique in the sense,

because what happened with Moscow is that Moscow was the Krst region / city in Russia to

introduce the cattle tag, that was in late June. And what happened was, over a period of about

three weeks, less than three weeks, two and a half weeks, about 200, restaurants and bars went

out of business. They just, nobody came to the restaurants, and they small businesses were

massacred in Moscow.

And it was basically this boycott, you know, like an unotcial boycott of this whole system. And so

Sobyanin, our terriKc mayor, we should talk about Sobyanin, by the way, he's a total nutcase. But,

uh, he was forced to drop the cattle tags. Now, there's two reasons for this. I think, in my opinion,

one of them was because he was destroying Moscow's economy. But also, they were Duma …

State Duma elections coming up in September.

And they were I think, they were legitimately worried that if they had kept the cattle tags in

Moscow, that it would have been like, full on 1917 political revolution, you know, like, people

dragging artillery through the streets kind of thing, I think that it could have gotten really, really

bad. So, um, Moscow does not have … it has QR codes for museums and for like, large venues like

concerts. So you can go anywhere, Moscow, basically without a cattle tag.

But in St. Petersburg, it's a lot different. They are required. That being said, my understanding is

that a lot of restaurants are bypassing this rule, like we mentioned earlier. So. And also,

apparently, reportedly, we'll see in the next week or so apparently, they're also going to drop this

cattle tag requirement for restaurants and shops and so forth, which again, I think would be a

great testament to, you know, to Russians, because I think this the reason they're doing this is not

… is because Russians are basically boycotting this stupid system and bypassing it. And so it's

what's the point at this point, you know, so …

Tessa Lena: Well, good. Well, sounds like it's a mix. I you know, a question. I forgot to ask you

when we're talking about the convoy. So what is the media coverage, because from what I

checked, it was not a whole lot of Russian media coverage about the Canadian truckers.

Riley Waggaman: Ah the Canadian truckers? Yeah, I haven't seen … you don't see a lot of it. Maybe

they're afraid to talk about it in Russian media. They don't want to give people any you know,

ideas. Yes. Yeah. Don't start thinking about anything.

Tessa Lena: Now that's the same impression that I got.

Riley Waggaman: Yes.

Tessa Lena: It's just like you know, we don't talk about it it's not happening. You know, what

truckers?! Look, puppy!

Riley Waggaman: Yep, yep. I have the same impression … the same impression.

Tessa Lena: And so, you want to talk about Sobyanin?

Riley Waggaman: So the reason why I won't talk about Sobyanin …

Tessa Lena: And for the for the audience, that's … that's the Mayor of Moscow. Completely not

corrupt mayor of Moscow.

Riley Waggaman: DeKnitely not corrupt. He's like a boy scout.

Tessa Lena: Right.

Riley Waggaman: He's a … he's a pioneer, right? Sobyanin is such a character in by … that's like the

nicest way you could possibly put it. So Sobyanin is this really sort of … he's like, he's like a Klaus

Schwab kind of guy. He's like a cartoon villain, you know, like, seriously from a comic book. And

what makes him so special is that he's not just your average technocrat. This guy is just, he's just

always thinking of new things to scare you with and freak people out. So he wrote, he wrote out he

has this plan called Moscow 2030. Oh, what an interesting … what an interesting date to choose!

Tessa Lena: Oh.

Riley Waggaman: Yeah, right. So …

Tessa Lena: You know, I just want to again say that I am not suspicious, that's perfectly normal.

Riley Waggaman: There's nothing suspicious here. We're just talking about Sobyanin's domestic

policy. Totally normal. He has this whole website, you could go look at it. And so part of his vision

for you know, this Moscow smart city, by 2030, is that he wants people to have implantable

devices that calculate how much health insurance you have to pay.

Tessa Lena: Please send me the website, because …

Riley Waggaman: I will!

Tessa Lena: I missed this treasure.

Riley Waggaman: I will. I will. And you know, it's also really crazy that this is not just in Moscow, in

fact, Mushustin, the Russian Prime Minister, recently came out and said, part of our vision for you

know, a health care reform in Russia, is that we want to use devices to … to monitor people

remotely, for their health. Right? So you're like you were some device or whatever, maybe you

implant it, I don't know. And so that's how they're gonna reform, Russian healthcare. These …

Tessa Lena: Now it seems to me that somehow … that my old homeland is more advanced with

Klaus Schwab agenda than my current homeland, at least now more out in the open. I mean, like,

here it is talked about.

Riley Waggaman: Right.

Tessa Lena: But not so obviously.

Riley Waggaman: This is what I've been trying to tell people is that Russia is like, it's like the

cookie cutter, like if you really want to see what the vision of the future might be, like, just read

what the Russian government is saying and what they're trying to do. I'm not saying that it's

happened yet. Like, it's not totally, you don't walk outside and be like, oh, my God, the fourth

industrial revolution has occurred. But like, they're really open about it. They're very, very open.

Tessa Lena: Are they presenting it as some kind of Western advancement, because this is the

angle that could vy over there? Like, you know, high technology like high tech America, but only

the better American than America is, with all the smart cities and all the technologies and vying

cars and …?

Riley Waggaman: Okay, so it's this is not exactly what you suggesting. But it's a funny sort of

anecdote about sort of the connect between Russia's policy and the West is. So there's a very, very

infamous oligarchy named Anatoly Chubais in Russia. He's like one of the most hated men in

Russia, who goes back to the Yeltsin years, he was like Yeltsin's Chief of Staff. And he's been

stealing money from Russia for 30 years, like he's a professional at it.

And for from, I believe, in starting in 2008, he was appointed the CEO of a state, a state owned

company called Rusnano, which was supposed to develop these like nano technologies, including

vaccines, like nanovaccine tech, or whatever. And so by the way, Chubais, Krst thing he did was

partner up with Alexander Ginsberg, the father of Sputnik V. There's a whole story to that, but

that's not what I want to talk about.

So Chubais in two thousand … I want to say 2011 gives this speech at one of his annual tech

nanotech conferences, where he's like, Errr, all the scientists … all the important Western

scientists are saying that, you know, there's 7 billion people in the world and it's gonna have to

drop to like 1.5 billion. That's what they're predicting. It sounds crazy.

It sounds terrible, but that's what the experts say that we're gonna there's gonna be this huge

population drop. And it's like, inconceivable, but that's what they say. And he said …

Tessa Lena: He said this in 2011?

Riley Waggaman: This was 2011. Yeah, he's like …

Tessa Lena: If you have a link, I want it.

Riley Waggaman: I'll send it to you, it's fascinating. It sounds like something Bill Gates would say

right? Or something. And so here's the thing though. Here's the thing though. So, Chubais loves

Bill Gates. He like recently on his Facebook wall wrote this thing like these are the best books I

read in 2021.

And like the third or like the Kfth on the list, the Kfth one was like, Bill Gates' like, why you should,

you know do whatever you're told to do to Kght climate change, you know, like one of these big Bill

Gates books Chubais was like, this was like my favorite book. It was so cool. Bill Gates is such a

serious guy. He really cares about the climate, you know?

And the reason why this is important is because guess what, after Chubais, drove, he literally

almost bankrupted Rusnano, it was like a total scam. I'm not making this up. I'm not exaggerating.

He's a lifelong scammer, terrible man. After he lost … after he left Rusnano Vladimir Putin

appointed him Russia's like Special Representative to the President for a … for sustainability … for

development of like sustainability development.

Tessa Lena: That's Ktting! I want to say, it's Ktting, because the sustainable agenda is, you know …

Riley Waggaman: Right. So now he has a sustainability scam going on. And so he's like, he's

proved his point, man. And he meets with all these, you know, he meets with like, the UN and all

these other countries, and he reads Bill Gates. This is like, Russia's climate change guy.

Tessa Lena: This is so absurd … Because knowing the culture, like how much Russians don't care

about all those slogans, given the Soviet history, like, right, anybody seriously talking about

anything, like any big slogan, without people laughing loudly, they just like culturally impossible.

Riley Waggaman: Okay … I totally agree. Like, I It's almost inconceivable to believe that Russians

would be like, oh, yeah, I should, like, make my life miserable for climate change. I don't see that

happening. But I don't think it matters. I feel like they're just gonna be like, we're doing the climate

change things. And now we're gonna tax you and we're gonna steal more your money and you

can't do anything about it. It's just like a new scam. You know, it's just a new scam. And they don't

care.

Tessa Lena: Are you? Are you familiar with MMM from the, that was a grand scam In the 90s,

where this guy came up with, like, invest, and huge return investment. And everybody brought

money there. And then naturally, money just went poof. And that was a very very known scam

called MMM. So there were advertisements everywhere, like commercials everywhere. And then it

just went into well, sorry, I don't know where your money went. Sorry.

Riley Waggaman: That's exactly where it's gonna be like, that's, that's my impression. They don't

care whether there will be even any policies enforced. They'll just get like some budget, you know,

like, this is the budget money for Kghting climate change. And then it just goes straight into

Chubais' pocket. And everyone's happy. No. So … It's Russia!

Tessa Lena: Oh God. Yeah. Well, at least we can laugh about it.

Riley Waggaman: What else do we have? You know, what else do we have left? I mean, this is the

thing. Of course, it's, I mean, some days I wake up, but I'm in a really, like, I feel really despondent

… it's true. Like some sometimes I really, I really weep for the future. But it's almost in a way, it's

almost liberating, right? Because if you think it's really that bad, and I do think it's really bad, in

some ways, that's just like, You got to … like you only live once, like, let's just let's just try to have

fun with it.

Like, just mess up things as much as possible. You know, like, just see the biggest pain in the ass

possible at this point. And these people like so beyond it is such a, they're just such jokes. They're

such sad, sad people, and they're so pathetic, and they don't they don't deserve your fear. You

know, they don't deserve to be feared. We should be making fun of these idiots. You know, we

should just be actively mocking these morons.

And, you know, I don't know if that will lead to anything, but it's better than being afraid. Right?

Because fear is when you get regulated, when your fear that's when they can twist you and turn

you make you do stupid stuff. But when you're in a jolly mood, just you know, having a laugh.

What's … What's the worst that can happen? You know?

Tessa Lena: Well, I think that's a healthy, pleasant attitude, like a feudal peasant attitude, because

you know that the masters are a**holes. But they also maybe stupid. But you know, that attitude,

the absurdity that I remember from, you know, the time, especially the collapse of the Soviet

Union, when nobody was keeping a veneer anymore. It was just absurd. And everybody was

stealing whatever they could. I recognize it here.

Because I'm … an example from … from Moscow. Some years ago, I went, I went back and I

remember I was at a restaurant somewhere in the middle of the night downtown Moscow. So it

was … and then all of a sudden, in the middle of the night, the employees of the restaurant decided

to take a table and start sawing it in half. So they took a saw and started just destructing this

table. While the restaurant was technically still open.

When I was there eating or trying to eat, and there was no rhyme or reason to it whatsoever, they

never explained why. And they were just doing it. And I was like, okay, that's my homeland.

Riley Waggaman: Yeah. Welcome to Russia.

Tessa Lena: Yeah, I mean, like, the attitude is very much here. It's like, you have to do it. Why?

Because you have to, because we say so. And it's spreading, and hopefully, the same inglorious

ending, where it just falls apart, and then now people Knd each other.

Riley Waggaman: You know, that's the one thing that has kept me going is that as painful and

distressing as everything's been, it's been wonderful to meet people who see through the bullshit.

And, you know, I think that my personal like, relationships with people actually, like, the ones that

really count I've really grown a lot stronger. And I get to meet cool people like Tessa. So you know,

it's like …

Tessa Lena: Oh, thank you. I mean, like, same here, the friendships that formed here in the past

couple of years are like Russian quality I mean like they are solid. Like, they are …

Riley Waggaman: Right, that's the thing that Russians are famous for is that they, they have this,

you know, the stereotype is that they're, they seemingly cold at Krst, you know, appearance, but

there'll be like, they're like, your best friends for life, like totally loyal. So, and that's sort of the

feeling I get more and more with people that you know, I spend time with and communicate with is

like, we realize that things are in deep shit. And we got to be there for each other, you know? So …

Tessa Lena: Well … that is there anything else that you want to say before we conclude it? I have

to say this awesome conversation. I'm so I'm so happy that we're talking. So …

Riley Waggaman: Thank you so much for having me on. I honestly it was a … it's an honor. You

know, your … your posts on the Great Reset for Dummies, right. It was like a classic. But I told you

… I told my friends that I was gonna talk with Tessa. One of them was like, oh my gosh, he like

wrote the best Substack great reset post in history.

Tessa Lena: Thank you. I'm very … I'm very vattered and honored that somebody said that. Tell

them I love them. Whoever they are.

Riley Waggaman: I will! He'll be he'll be excited about that. I'm sure.

Tessa Lena: Now it's an honor for me to talk to you because your writing your coverage of Russia.

COVID is just stunning. It's the best. It's bigly.

Riley Waggaman: Bigly, wow! Thank you. That's a that's a big compliment.

Tessa Lena: So oh, where can people Knd you if they want to Knd it … and by the way, I highly

recommend that everybody follows your Substack because it's awesome. So where can people

Knd you?

Riley Waggaman: Thank you. So my substack is edwardslavsquat.substack.com. If you want you

can follow me on Twitter, although I'm not really that active on social media. Just Riley

Waggaman, you can Knd me on Twitter. And yeah, that's pretty much it right now. So cool.

Tessa Lena: Thank you. Well, so let's laugh at scammers. Let's laugh at them together. They

deserve it.

Riley Waggaman: They are horrible.

Tessa Lena: They are horrible. I am glad that my compatriots Knd it in themselves to laugh at

them more than here.

Riley Waggaman: So yeah. Oh, yeah, we're doing we're doing like double laughing for you guys.

Tessa Lena: Cool. Well, thank you, Riley. It was a great pleasure to talk to you and let's talk again.

Riley Waggaman: Absolutely. Thanks so much.

Tessa Lena: Thank you. Bye bye.

About the Author

To Knd more of Tessa Lena's work, be sure to check out her bio, Tessa Fights Robots.
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Dr. Francis Boyle: NATO and the West have used Ukraine to "surround Russia" with biological weapons. In an interview with Owen Shroyer at
Infowars, Dr. Francis Boyle said that the US government and the Pentagon have implemented policies for several years to place biological
weapons on Russia's doorstep. In the interview, Dr. Boyle accuses Dr. Tony Fauci, Francis Collins, and CDC Director Rochelle Walensky of
war crimes. Russia's ambassador to the United Nations presented evidence at a UN Security Council, alleging that the US is operating at
least thirty different biological laboratories in Ukraine, containing improvements in strains of highly infectious bacteria, coronavirus, plague,
anthrax and use bats and veas as vectors.

of disease spread. Dr. Boyle said that these scientists of death beneKt from blockades, coercion, suppression of treatments and so-called
cures: forced vaccinations and harmful protocol. “We have to resist this Nazi medical tyranny by these scientists of death like Fauci,
Walensky… we can go through a whole list of these people. They take the patents on this technology beforehand, every step of the way, so
that they can beneKt from both sides of the deal, where they can beneKt and proKt from the biological warfare weapon itself and then from
the so-called vaccines or therapeutics.

So, they made us go back and forth and kill each other while going to the bank.”
www.brighteon.com/fbd92ee8-71f2-4332-9522-a18bb3a13a59  .
strangesounds.org/2022/03/us-defense-documents-2010-biolab-opens-in-uk..  (03/15/2022). REPORT: 8-YEAR SECRET CIA TRAINING
PROGRAM IN EASTERN UKRAINE HELPED PREPARE FOR RUSSIAN INVASION
www.globalresearch.ca/report-8-year-secret-cia-training-program-easter..  (03/18/2022)
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UKRAINE ADOPTS THE WORLD ECONOMIC FORUM’S “GREAT RESET”
www.globalresearch.ca/ukraine-adopts-world-economic-forum-great-reset/..  (03/18/2022)... On February 7, at the proposal of
President Petro Poroshenko – the oligarch who got rich looting public property, and who is running for president again – approved
these amendments. to the Constitution. www.globalresearch.ca/.../5668435  (03/17/2022) The Russian communist/socialist state
was part of the Rockefeller elite plan to spread socialism, in many forms, throughout countries around the world.

Under the false guise of helping the oppressed establish a new and better world for all, the socialist goal was, as usual, control from
the top down. Supplying Russia with vital technology that it sorely lacked would eventually produce the Cold War. That powerful
matchup was a gigantic cash cow. It was also created as a threat to Europe, which justiKed the rise of the European Union---another
grand Rockefeller/CFR/Bilderberg plan to further the covert agenda of Socialist Globalism. The EU IS a regional face of Globalism.
More information in the link; blog.nomorefakenews.com/2022/03/18/the-real-us-russian-connection-look..  (03/18/2022) 10
REALITIES OF UKRAINE www.theepochtimes.com/10-realities-of-ukraine_4347453.html?utm_source=..  (03/18/2022)
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Gui - whatever the facts might be - war propaganda makes interpretation of facts ditcult - but the biolabs are a SIN against
everything that life stands for - their purpose is NOT benign and Dr Falsie is the aberration at the center of this travesty - these
perpetrators must be eliminated from society - this could happen with the revelation of the pernicious biolabs - but will it all be
revealed ?? - time will tell
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Yes, Stan, terrorism, power and money come together in the Ukraine war and in many other wars. Everything is interrelated: war,
terrorism, the police state, the global economy, economic austerity, Knancial fraud, corrupt governments, poverty and social
inequality, police violence, Al Qaeda, ISIS, media disinformation, racism, war propaganda, weapons of mass destruction, the
abrogation of international law, the criminalization of politics, the CIA, the FBI, climate change, nuclear war, Fukushima, nuclear
radiation, crimes against humanity , the China-Russia alliance, Syria Ukraine, NATO, false vags, the truth of September 11, …
www.globalresearch.ca/war-terrorism-and-the-global-economic-crisis-in-..  (03/17/2022) How many civilians, children and innocent
people are going to die because of the struggle for power and economic hegemony?

UK intelligence shared a video purporting to show Russian forces using non-precision munitions to attack dense urban areas, "killing
and displacing innocent civilians." Now Russia is using hypersonic ballistic missiles in Ukraine for the Krst time. This is consistent
with the impatience of the psychotic Putin because British intelligence reveals he said on Saturday that Russia has so far failed to
meet its original military objectives and has been "shocked by the scale and ferocity" of Ukrainian resistance.
www.theepochtimes.com/russia-uses-hypersonic-missiles-in-ukraine-for-f..  (03 / 19/2022)
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In the convict is the war of gas coming from Russia by gas pipeline and from the US to Europe by sea in ships. The Russian gas that
Europe buys 'helps to Knance Putin's war in Ukraine'. Russia is the country with the largest gas reserves in the world. The facilities in
the Yamal peninsula, in the north of the country, have some 4.9 trillion cubic meters of gas reserves. This number doubles the total
reserves of the European Union, which has 1.9 trillion. Europe does depend to a greater extent on Russian gas and 27% of oil comes
from Russia. It imports more than 46% of gas from Russia, compared to 20% that comes from Norway, 11% from Algeria or 5% from
Qatar, according to Eurostat.

"Russian gas is Europe's Achilles heel in this war, that is its great vulnerability, that is what allows Russia to capitalize and Knance
this adventurism that it has," says Ángel Saz-Carranza, director of the Center for Global Economy and Geopolitics of Esade
(EsadeGeo). 42% of the regasiKcation plants, six, are in Spain. The problem is that we have a bottleneck in the Pyrenees because the
gas interconnection capacity between Spain and France is very limited. In other words, Spain would be able to import gas from other
countries (USA, Australia, Qatar, Trinidad and Tobago), however, it would be ditcult for it to reach the European continent.

The shortage of global supplies and the gigantic wave of invation affecting the world have left European governments against a rock
and a hard place, according to experts in this area, especially Germany, which had made the decision to reduce its nuclear power
sources. . www.rK.fr/en/europa/20220310-the-russian-gas-that-europe-buys-helps-f..  (2022) www.bbc.com/.../news-60564895
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WEF's YGLT FIGUREHEADS IN CONTROL OF THE CORRUPT SYSTEM PIGS ALL THE WAY DOWN  |                                               | System
Pigs, Part 1 — Journalists  |                                           | Young Global Leaders of Tomorrow (YGLT) Kgureheads and their corrupt system
pigs all the way down starting with the deeply interwoven MSM (Journalists), Multi-Media, Medical, Miltitary and
Political/Entertainment/Educational industrial complex(s) of heavily corrupted/compromised system pigs… “They Live”. The WEF
has been a leading proponent of the digital biometric systems often considered to be the Mark of the Beast that will handle the
approvals of those that have had the bio-weapon kill shot for covid to control movements and access to many places and events, as
well as the primary individuals participation in the looming world crypto currency digital money credit system.

This system is exempliKed by the current Communist Chinese “Social Credit” system and has proven to be one of the worst systems
to implement virtual slavery yet. As it progresses to its Knal form, we will be sub-humans in form and function while the 1% elites of
the ruling class have 100% of the wealth just as Klaus Schwab promised.
allnewspipeline.com/A_Look_At_Secret_Societies_Or_Are_They_A_Cult.php  WEF – Young Global Terrorists Trailer
https://youtu.be/tunqF84RVqs    World Economic Forum’s “Young Global Leaders” Revealed
www.activistpost.com/2022/02/world-economic-forums-young-global-leader..  They Live (We Sleep)(1988) Movie you needed to
watch yesterday!! www.bitchute.com/.../PV4GfTItIkfG  www.bitchute.com/search/?query=they%20live%20full%20movie&kind=vid..
 System Pigs, Part 1 — Journalists (CRP) and the Saturday Together Blurb just post now/below. https/.../watch  [space]
www.youtube.com/watch
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Hi Robert, On this a report by Dr. Mercola and another by Tessa Lena. According to Klaus Schwab, founder and CEO of the World
Economic Forum (WEF), the goal of The Fourth Industrial Revolution is to change what it means to be human by merging man and
machine. Human beings are now "hackable" in the sense that there is now a technology by which a company or a government can
know you better than you know yourself, and that can be very dangerous if used incorrectly. Professor Yuval Noah Harari predicts
that algorithms will increasingly be used to make decisions that have historically been made by humans, whether it be yourself or
someone else, including whether or not you will be hired for a particular job, whether you will be given a loan.

, what school curriculum you will follow and even who you will marry.
www.globalresearch.ca/what-you-need-know-about-transhumanist-agenda/57..  (03/16/2022)  "EAT THE ICE CREAM": NO, DEAR
TRANSHUMANIST SWINLERS, I'LL PASS By TESSA LENA. Transhumanist visionaries do not deserve our fear. And here we have this
creepy BBC bit where a kid tells her parents that she is “transhumanist,” and so she wants to get rid of her body from her and be
data. Live forever as data. (A trick that the proverbial vampires have long invented for the gullible; there is no “life” in the cloud, and
the so called “immortality” (poor man's immortality) through the notion of a digital twin is a murderous swindle, nothing else Really,
nothing else.) tessa.substack.com/p/eat-the-icecream?token=eyJ1c2VyX2lkIjo1MTA1NDUxOS..  (03/18 (2022?
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Gui & all, when we consider the WEF's brags about all these players in this situation being in the WEF's pockets, perhaps we should
consider this; the end of the US Petro dollar, www.youtube.com/watch  - is this the plowing of the economic ground to plant the
World Wide Digital Surveillance Dollar system? Being the Oligarchs of the States no longer make $$$ by making much of anything,
especially basic needs in the states, but off manipulations of paper deals how does that leave things? If all of these birds involved
are dancing to the WEF strings, what this war is may well be a different kind of war altogether.
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Yes, Just, far from being an effective weapon against Putin, Western economic sanctions against Russia are a form of self-induced
economic suicide. The decisions of Biden (Obama) and the other puppet masters who control the illegitimate enemy occupation
force in DC are deliberately working to erase the United States of America and erase them from history. They are doing this because
they are controlled by China and the WEF globalists. The United States stands as the last defense against a totalitarian global
regime. So they have decided to defeat the United States by any means necessary.

"Project Sandman" describes an agreement of more than 100 nations that, when activated, will see those nations simultaneously
ditch the dollar and abandon the "petrodollar" status that has allowed the US to enjoy 50 years of counterfeit Kat currency and
material abundance at the expense of everyone else. When this decision is triggered, the dollar and all dollar denominated assets
will plummet to almost ZERO literally overnight. This means that all bank accounts, bonds, pension funds, treasuries and other
investment vehicles denominated in dollars will be worth essentially zero for the simple reason that all banks and markets will freeze
their operations.

(This is James Rickards' "Ice-9" scenario.) All the funds you have in the stock market will be trapped in those markets, and the entire
banking and Knancial infrastructure will suffer a catastrophic liquidity crisis that will "freeze" almost all Knancial transactions.
www.brighteon.com/22e91a4a-bcac-441c-8fa1-32d03887c053  (03/2022)
www.brighteon.com/8c59dbbd-291a-4f80-9ce3-dcdaf014bf1b  (03/2022)
www.brighteon.com/64d2356f-d3a9-4993-b1ac-ec60b53d4510  (03/2022)
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Marina Ovsianikova, a journalist for the Russian state television channel "Channel One", says that half of Russians do not want war
despite Putin's propaganda. Marina became a media star. On Monday (03.14.2022) night, during prime time, she positioned herself
in front of the news cameras and raised a handwritten banner that read in English and Russian: “No to war. Stop the war. Don't
believe the propaganda. Here they are cheating you. Russians against the war”. The appearance of this journalist lasted a few
seconds and caused a media earthquake, especially in the West.

Within a few hours, the excerpt from the program spread on various YouTube channels. The news also opened with this topic
because it was the Krst time - not only since the Russian invasion of Ukraine, but in decades - that a protest against the Kremlin was
visible in the Russian media, which is strictly controlled by the state. Many had considered it impossible until then. Ovsianikova, born
in 1978 in the southern Ukrainian port city of Odessa, had posted a video in which she talked about her Ukrainian father, said she
was ashamed of having been part of the propaganda, and called on the Russians to come out.

to protest. During this day, it was also reported that the journalist will be tried for "spreading false information about the deployment
of the Russian armed forces" and that she risks up to 15 years in prison. She denied being guilty: "I remain convinced that Russia is
committing a crime (...) and that it is Ukraine's aggressor," according to statements collected by the AFP agency.
https://twitter.com/i/statu
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And boom goes the dynamite Gui.
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Note the seven countries tabulated in the bottom chart in this linked article where >= 37% of the population answering "deKnitely
false" across the board on questions regarding 12 different conspiracy theories that are on average being proven/proving to be
true... with more and more every day... because they mostly just don't want to know about reality in an information world... Eugenics
works... and it's OK... these "37%" of the herd are the globalist's "easy" low hanging fruit(s) in this cull... as for the rest of us... well
maybe not quite so easy... guess we'll/they'll just have to Knd out... the hard way. Would you say the following statement is true or
false? AVERAGE % shown across 12 conspiracy theories yougov.co.uk/topics/international/articles-reports/2022/02/08/what-con..
 [space] America at war: Excess deaths [of the wilfully oblivious and innocently ignorant] mount after COVID-19 vaccine rollouts,
mandates www.naturalnews.com/2022-03-18-excess-deaths-mount-covid-vaccine-rollo..    [space] Absolute Proof The World Is
Being Lied To As The Globalists Coordinate To Cull Humanity And Usher In Dictatorial Global Government - Their goal is to kill,
enslave or control every human being, permanently allnewspipeline.com/A_Look_At_Secret_Societies_Or_Are_They_A_Cult.php
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Here is a interesting article on the origin of the WEF: unlimitedhangout.com/2022/03/investigative-reports/dr-klaus-schwab-or-..  
 Tessa is wrong on Sberbank being the central bank of Russia - it is not. The central bank is the Bank of Russia headed by Elvira
Nabiullina. (makes me wonder if there are other inaccuracies since I Knd this article leaning towards being more opinionated than
factual.)
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Well thanks Tessa (and dr M.) for this article. But not Chubais was the mastermind behind the privatizations in Russia but George Soros.
Chubais had Soros private plane at his disposal and he made numerous trips to Washington, before he came up with the "shock therapy.",
selling state property. Soros himself writes about this on his site: "Anatoly Chubais, the head of another research institute, emerged as
deputy prime minister in charge of the economy. He gave priority to the transfer of property from state to private hands."
www.georgesoros.com/.../who-lost-russia  Soros writes "emerged", to hide his own and US involvement.

They controlled also the corrupt drunk Yeltsin, who had taken power without being elected. He was protected by CIA body guards. In 1991
Gorbachev had been destroyed politically. and power swung over to Yeltsin. Yeltsin took power with the support of some FSB (KGB) guys,
and CIA. All he wanted is to destroy the old communist Sovjet system. On 6 November 1991, Yeltsin issued a decree banning all
Communist Party activities on Russian soil, and he agreed to shock therapy, which was applied in other countries like Poland and Ukraine.
 Soros writes how it worked out: "A scheme for distributing vouchers which citizens could use to purchase state-owned companies became
a free-for-all aimed at expropriating the assets of the state. Managements took control of the companies by cheating the workers out of
their vouchers or buying up shares on the cheap.

They continued to siphon off earnings and often assets into holding companies based in Cyprus, partly to avoid taxes, partly to pay for the
shares they acquired, and partly to build up their assets abroad because they had no conKdence in what was going on at home. Fortunes
were made overnight, " (end quote) So workers in state owned companies got shares but they didn't know its value, so they sold them, often
for a bottle of cheap vodka. The new share holders became oligarchs over night.
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One new oligarch was Roman Abramovich, owner of FC Chelsea in London, who sold bathtub rubber ducks, deodorants and
perfumes on markets, and later had shady deals, as he  joined up with Boris Berezovsky, who had made his money by importing
Mercedes cars, so he claims. Overnight they became billionaires, using a controversial loans-for-shares programme, they bought
Sibneft oil company for £100m, and sold it in 2005 for £1.8bn. Berezovsky's links with President Boris Yeltsin earned him the
nicknamed Rasputin after the infamous Romanov dynasty adviser. The connection not only provided Roman with key access but
also a vat in the heart of government, at the Kremlin.

Later both Roman and Berezovksy helped propel Putin into power, with Roman reportedly being one of the Krst to suggest Yeltsin to
appoint Putin as his successor. Also CIA agents would literally have their own otces inside government buildings, the country was
vooded with NGOs. Together with other oligarchs, who controlled media, they helped Jeltsin to become elected president. But when
Putin became president he let Berezovsky know who was boss and Berezovsky had to vee to England
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In early December 1991, Ukraine voted for independence from the Soviet Union. A week later, on 8 December, Yeltsin met Ukrainian
president Leonid Kravchuk and the leader of Belarus, Stanislav Shushkevich. In the Belavezha Accords, the three presidents declared
that the Soviet Union no longer existed "as a subject of international law and geopolitical reality. Then also Soros and CIA
involvement created oligarchs in Ukraine ~~*~~  Riley Waggaman, the American in Tessa's interview, said that the Russian
"stakeholders" are deeply, deeply in bed with the World Economic Forum — Chubais claims he loves Bill Gates, saying Gates really
cares about the climate, an we need budget money to Kght climate change, so now we're gonna tax you.

And then it just goes straight into Chubais' pocket (it's like) "we're gonna steal more your money and you can't do anything about it."
It's just like a new scam. (end quotes). Remember that WEF co-founder Soros and Chubais are connected and. Well, this is not just
Chubais scam, this is a global WEF scam. I have written about that before.

At the WEF start 30 years ago, nobody would come to Davos, except Kissinger who is involved in the WEF. So to attract global
leaders to come to Davos, they invited them to talk about Climate Change, and brainwash them with fear that all countries needed to
work together to stop climate change. This was and still is, their pretext to promote a New World Order. And they want to Co2 tax
everybody, and now the US and EU are making plans for this taxation. WEF hidden agenda is control over the world in the hands of a
few.
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Good references Pete. Much of the wealth of Russia's richest is not in the sanctioned Russian banks. Putin and oligarchs aligned
with him have had decades to stash assets abroad, many of them concealed in ways that cannot be affected by sanctions. In just a
few short years, Russia's crown jewels became the private possessions of a small group of men known as the Russian oligarchs. A
2017 study of Russian oligarchs published by the US-based National Economic Otce estimated that Russian millionaires in the UK,
Switzerland, Cyprus and similar offshore banking centers have as much as $800 billion.

That vast fortune, in the hands of a few hundred ultra-rich people, is roughly equal to the wealth of the rest of Russia's population of
144 million people. Some oligarchs also hold dual citizenship in Britain and other Western countries, adding legal complications to
attempts to freeze their assets. Although the Kremlin otcially reports Putin's income as $131,900 a year, the Russian president is
believed to beneKt from many billions in cash and assets held abroad by trusted friends and family, many of whom are which are
from his hometown, St. Petersburg. www.pbs.org/.../billionaires.html  (03/2022)
www.wsj.com/articles/russian-oligarchs-sanctions-what-to-know-11646264..  (03/2022(
theconversation.com/meet-russias-oligarchs-a-group-of-men-who-wont-be-..  (03/2022)
www.infobae.com/america/mundo/2022/02/23/las-15-personas-mas-ricas-de-..  vladimir-putin-put-your-fortunes-at-risk/
(03/2022) www.elKnanciero.com.mx/mundo/2022/02/25/las-severas-sanciones-de-bide..
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Thanks GUI. Yes is true, many Russian (and Ukraine) oligarchs whitewash their money using off shore accounts, through Cypres,
Holland, Panama. At least 170 billion euro in Switzerland, other countries. But also Israel is very popular, as many those billionaires
have dual pasports, they can beneKt from Israeli law, allowing them to hide sources of income for a 10-year period.
www.haaretz.com/israel-news/.premium.HIGHLIGHT.MAGAZINE--1.10666471  Oligarchs are vying to Israel on chartered jets to
evade sanctions.

Abramovich was recently spotted in Israeli airport. His private jet is save there. At least seven private jets have arrived in Israel from
Russia over the past week, Israel Channel 12 news reported Sunday. The 1978 Israeli Extradition Act was thus amended that no
Israeli citizen could be extradited for crimes abroad. All involved in todays article, like Chubais, the top of WEF, Soros, Schwab,
Kissinger, Bill Gates, Mark Zuckerberg, as well most Russian and Ukraine oligarchs, Victoria Nuland, they all can have an Israeli
passports.

~~*~~  The WEF wants to go from shareholder capitalism to stakeholder capitalism. The meaning of a “stakeholder” is one who
owns controlling shares of a company with decision-making authority. “Stakeholder Capitalism” is simply the wish of the few to rule
over the many. America’s “Business Roundtable”—comprised of CEO’s of the nation’s top companies like Coca Cola, Delta, 3M,
PayPal, and Johnson & Johnson and many others—have already signed on to Schwab’s “Stakeholder Capitalism.”
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I see a problem, for the WEF. They want to control everything so they put everything Big and Powerful and Rich under their control umbrella
in every country. They provide the beneKts of global coordination and security to the members of their Club. But as circumstances
inevitably change the members will have interests that will diverge from the WEF and from the other members. They will start Kghting
amongst themselves. So much for the New World Order.
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Buddhil.....               shs...shs...shs...they listen.
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The WEF agenda is a one world order with no individual culture. just a world of 10 kingdoms ruled by 10 families that serve the King of
kings (illuminetti). The serfs are hackable animals with no free will or spirit from WEF top science advisor, that serve the state
(communism) until no longer an etcient cog in the machine and its off to another world! If you read Putins speeches on individual and
cultural regognition.  I am not sure that Putin is lockstep agreement with Herr Schwaab and globalist agenda. Russia installed those 30 plus
biolabs in Ukraine with US taxdaoolars hard at work!
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If you don't know by now, the world is run by cartels and not governments. Governments which are composed of compromised people who
don't care if you live or die. CS Lewis wrote 'The Hideous Strength' in the mid 1940's that sounds like the headlines of deception today...the
media deception, the military deception, the medical deception, the science deception, the education deception. This get recycled through
time because people put faith and value in systems. For all this to end that has to stop. Just taking a system over will never be a solution.
The individual must arise again and the collective must wither and go away. Use your imagination.
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the Russians are tougher than the soft bellied Americans - they have endured murderous totalitarianism and the extreme weather
conditions - this is not a cushy nation were the denizens get fed "steak and cakes" - with this background the Russians are reluctant to be
entranced by propaganda that offers visions of nose to the grindstone for the public good - their historical narrative makes this fantasy
hard to swallow - hence you have a Russian suspicion of authority -
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Many Russians choose their words carefully. "I am not political." "I don't know anything about that." "The govt does not provide us
with that information." "We want peace." They know there are consequences for opposing the govt. You can easily read between the
lines.
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The struggle for economic power and security is present in Russia's invasion of Ukraine. Consider the propaganda and tyranny of
Putin's media, not allowing demonstrations in Russia against the war, and the obedience of artists. The Russian Chamber of
Deputies unanimously approved this Friday amendments to the criminal code that punish with heavy Knes and sentences of up to 15
years in prison the dissemination of "false information" about the Armed Forces and the calls to adopt sanctions against the country.
However, Olga Smirnova, one of the stars of the Moscow Bolshoi Ballet, announces that she is leaving Russia and joining Het
Nationale Ballet (Dutch National Ballet) after publicly denouncing the Russian invasion of Ukraine.

"I cannot remain indifferent in the face of this global catastrophe," she said. Critics of totalitarianism such as the writer Liudmila
Ulitskaya, an opponent of Putin, the Klmmaker Andrei Tarkovsky, who died in exile, or Dostoevsky, a passionate defender of freedom.
Elena Kovalskaya, director of the Meyerhold Center in Moscow, has resigned from her job at the national theater in an act of protest
against the war. “It is impossible to work for a murderer and receive her salary”, she has written to explain her decision. “Our future
is being taken away from us,” said Yuri Shevchuk, the leader of the classic Soviet rock band DDT and a veteran anti-war activist, who
went to Chechnya in 1995 as part of a peace tour.

Since February 24, more than 13,000 arrests have been made in Russia in anti-war protests. According to the latter, the arrests were
recorded in 53 locations, from Irkutsk in Siberia to Vladivostok in the far east of the country. In Moscow, of some 2,500 people who
came out to protest, 1,700 were arrested, the state news agency Ria Novosti reported on Sunday. In Saint Petersburg, of the 1,500
people who took to the streets, 750 were arres
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Gui and Almond - the iron Kst in the velvet glove - Russia is not the cutting edge of progress and freedom in human relations - this is
a heavily CONTROLLED society
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stanleybecker: They should be more suspicious of Putin. They already got rid of the Czars and the Soviets. Time to restore the
democratic republic they only had brievy.
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Most people don't know that Russia had nearly 27 million killed in ww2 and about 9 million were military deaths. The US military
deaths were about 300k. That's a huge difference. People underappreciate Russian's role in winning ww2.
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I have nothing against the Russians, other than Putin's heavy handed destruction in the Ukraine. Politically, I believe Russia may be
right, but Putin's destructive actions are counter productive. And here are a couple of Putin's faithful operatives:
www.deviantart.com/.../BORIS-AND-NATASHA-203431998
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With this revelation, I am highly disappointed, but not surprised. All these mentions of biolabs and Nazi Ukraine by alternative new sources
did not take into account the kind of country that Putin is running - not so far from any other great reset advocate.
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Russia (Moscow) was one of the Krst (if not the Krst) countries that REQUIRED QR code for any "regular" person to leave their house early
on in the plandemic. They had to "apply" for it each time they wanted to leave by listing the reasons where, when, why, etc. The 5G grid was
started there right before the plandemic. No coincidences there.
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started there right before the plandemic. No coincidences there.
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seastars
Joined On 12/29/2010 2:11:59 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Speaking to a family member (related to a Russian) who has been to Moscow within the last couple of years more than once, this is
not true.  No QR code is required.
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robinlillian
Joined On 6/20/2006 2:38:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Ironically hilarious that Putin's minion had to list him as a new young leader at age 70 after decades in power. Surrounding himself with
sycophants like this has already led to serious trouble for him and the whole world, unfortunately.
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Alibis
Joined On 3/29/2020 7:45:37 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I took time to listen to Putin's speeches, he criticized west culture's changes, lack of Christianism.. to the presence of NATO and corruption
in Ukrainien government at every level. Donbass asked him for help with their own *** who fought with locals for years.. as much as dr.
Mercola's articles are a great source of knowledge I tend not to agree this time. Putin apparently went to WEF's meetings to "sniff" what's
going on.. they put his name on it so it does look better on them.. and I have learned that when mass media is so pro something/someone I
get my own research.
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

whether Putin is ideologically convinced of the surveillance strategy has nothing to do with his support or non support of WEF
policies - you can implement policies that echo the WEF without being a card carrying member
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robinlillian
Joined On 6/20/2006 2:38:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Alibis: Ignore what dictators say, and look more closely at what they DO. Ignore the propaganda.
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Putin's 'Christianity' is antichrist and craft; and there is no freedom indeed in craft Christianity of men & devils: East or West, or craft
'white' or 'black'....all of that is craft manipulation that then offers a false, antichrist 'solution'/'salvation'. And antichrist, like dominion,
can be misconstrued, the illegitimate put for the legitimate: the preKx 'anti' can mean 'against', 'in the place of', or both. True freedom
indeed is found only in the Gospel of the Lord Jesus Christ according to the scriptures; with the promise of the resurrection to
incorruption, the judgment & vengeance of God to come.

 If anything, this is a foreshadowing of that fulKllment of Ezekiel 38-39 IF there are two such wars, one in this age or at the cusp of
going into the time of Jacob's trouble (Jer 30) or Daniel's 70th week (Daniel 9-12), & one at the end of the millennial reign (Revelation
20).  The differences between those passages are subtle, the distinctions found in the listing of nations in the consortium of those
passages, & may not be mutually exclusive, meaning that war won't even happen but once & at least 1,007 years into the future.

I, personally, lean to there being two such wars due to the promises to Egypt & Syria, Nabaioth etc given in Isaiah which I can see no
way of fulKllment save the literal millennial reign & wars leading up to its establishment when the Lord judges the nations & restores
the remnant of Jacob. Zechariah, Revelation 7-20 KJB.  And because of the manner in which those prophecies already fulKlled have
come to pass.
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Another 'detail'...those ten transhumanist toes/kings/kingdoms of Daniel 2, of iron & clay that do not cleave, are Kve on one leg of
Rome & Kve on the other, uniting under that Beast & system sitting on the seven hills of Rome, distinguished & marked by the
scarlet&purple, the golden cup of blood, being drunk on the blood of the saints: MYSTERY.
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elixir.can
Joined On 6/24/2014 2:44:15 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I agree with you, I also found this article more opinionated than factual. I also appreciate Dr Mercola's articles on health, but I think
he should keep out of politics which is not his area of research. Have you seen reports from Patrick Lancaster? He is actually at the
frontline in Ukraine and has been there for 8 years, when the attacks by Ukraine on the Russian speaking citizens actually began.
Other excellent sources are Prof Sakwa (who has written books about Putin), Prof Mearshimer and Jack Matlock who was US
ambassador to USSR. I trust their in depth research and lectures.
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tstan2250
Joined On 1/9/2012 5:32:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Have to agree with Alibis on this: “ as much as dr. Mercola's articles are a great source of knowledge I tend not to agree this time. Putin
apparently went to WEF's meetings to "sniff" what's going on.. they put his name on it so it does look better on them.. and I have learned
that when mass media is so pro something/someone I get my own research.l
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

it is not a matter of who attended what - the points made in the article is that Russia shares the implementation of WEF policies
whether they seek to join the ONE WORLD Conspiracy or not
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tan2582
Joined On 3/19/2015 10:40:19 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

As Dostoevsky wrote: "A writer whose works have not been successful easily becomes a bitter critic: so weak and tasteless wine can
become". Who is this woman? I assume she was born in 90s. Thinking back - Russia in the 90s and her bio... something does not match,
loks like a well written resume... There are a few like her in Russia... As for Schwab calling Putin Great Leader, I agree, he is.   What I am
thinking though - is the mentality difference. When American looks at the piece of land, he thinks of money and proKt, when Russian - how
to cultivate properly and how many he can feed.   what's up with idiotic giggling? "left" or Kred? If you want to write about Russia, RT is
wrong channel to work at.

And how can you write about Russia when you know nothing about it, you don't understand people and their mentality? All this is very
interesting, and "every family has its black sheep", but this video is irritating. First of all the vaccine is different and though it was invented
Krst, it was never approved in EU and America. I wonder why....  Now with all this new developments in Ukraine, US bio labs, I won't be
surprised that COVID came from there... "There are things known and there are things unknown, and in between are the doors of
perception"...
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elixir.can
Joined On 6/24/2014 2:44:15 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I agree with you - this article is more opinionated than factual. Have you seen interviews of Prof Sakwa, Prof Mearsheimer and Jack
Matlock who was US ambassador the USSR. They are serious people with depth of knowledge. I recommend listening to them.
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Ronald_H
Joined On 7/10/2010 1:38:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So many mixed messages ... I've heard Russia has been against global governance and now that it was behind it. Which is true?
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Well, OF COURSE. It was the corporatists desiring to carry on their great work of men & devils begun in Germany w/ roots back through
Rome to Pergamum & Babylon, who saw to it there were the obscuring 'curtains', so-called 'Iron' in the West & 'Bamboo' in the East, behind
which they could carry on their evolving craft gnosis experimentations for taking men back into abject tyranny as in the Dark Ages & the
order of Babylon taken out from Babel from the beginning. General Patton knew, but denied the source of truth & all liberty himself, to be
removed in his turn. MANY compromised in that 'deal', and many were deceived.

But we don't have to selectively receive their dramatizations & 'sides' at all to continue in deception. We can choose whole truth and abstain
from their partial truth uniKers in their great lie. Both waving arms here, both bloody & lying, coverted & layered hierarchical power 'systems'
in this 'convict' by which 'other men's lives' & 'property' are usurped, controlled & spent at the will of those highest up & deepest in ....attach
back to the same wicked body. There are no legitimate 'sides' being presented by men, & so long as there is not true freedom of speech &
religion, association etc (until Shiloh come since men reject it) in truth, and allowing distinctions & separation required for sense & truth:
there never will be.

The only legitimate freedom indeed right now is transcendent truth in the Gospel of the transcendent, resurrected, Lord Jesus Christ
according to the scriptures.  That Knal rest from corruption, being raised incorruptible, is yet future, and will NOT be accomplished by men
and/or devils/non-elect angels & impure, lying spirits whispering to men & women who mutter & peep, utterly possess them, or otherwise.
Only by Christ alone, & no counterfeit, however subtle or received by men it/they may be.
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